For representations of tame quivers the degenerations are controlled by the dimensions of various homomorphism spaces. Furthermore, there is no proper degeneration to an indecomposable. Therefore, up to common direct summands, any minimal degeneration from M to N is induced by a short exact sequence 0 → U → M → V → 0 with indecomposable ends that add up to N . We study these 'building blocs' of degenerations and we prove that the codimensions are bounded by two. Therefore, a quiver is Dynkin resp. Euclidean resp. wild iff the codimension of the building blocs is one resp. bounded by two resp. unbounded. We explain also that for tame quivers the complete classification of all the building blocs is a finite problem that can be solved with the help of a computer.
Introduction
If an algebraic group acts on a variety, the orbits are partially ordered by inclusion of their closures. Note that there are at least two general methods to determine the orbit closures, namely one method based on Gröbner bases [12] and another one proposed recently by Popov [18] . But both methods are quite impractical in the special case we are interested in. This is the action of G = Gl d by conjugation on the variety M od d A (k) of ddimensional representations of an associative finitely generated algebra. The points of this variety are the A-module structures on k d and the orbits are in bijection with the isomorphism classes of d-dimensional modules. We write M ≤ deg N and call N a degeneration of M resp. M a deformation of N iff the orbit to N lies in the closure of the orbit to M . Despite a nice representation theoretic characterization obtained by Zwara in [23] , building on earlier work of Riedtmann in [19] , it is in general a hard problem to determine the degeneration order. However, for tame quivers, i.e. quivers whose underlying graph is a Dynkin or an extended Dynkin diagram, the degeneration order on the representations coincides by [6, 4] Due to Gabriels theorem kQ is representation-finite iff Q is a Dynkin quiver iff q is positive definite. The extended Dynkin ( or Euclidean or affine ) quivers are those quivers where kQ is tame representation-infinite resp. q is positive semi-definite and not positive definite.
In the Euclidean case, the radical of q is one-dimensional and spanned by the null-root δ which is a vector having positive integral coefficients one of which at least is 1. The defect of a module X is defined by ∂(X) := δ, dim(X) ,
which is equal to [E, X] − [E, X]
1 for any module E with dim(E) = δ. Another possibility to define the defect uses the coxeter transformation c. This is the unique endomorphism of R Q0 that the sends the dimension vector of any non-projective indecomposable to the dimension vector of its τ -translate. c induces an automorphism of finite order p(Q) on R Q0 /Rδ and satisfies c p(Q) (dim(X)) = dim(X) + ǫ(Q)∂(X)δ for some positive integer ǫ(Q) depending on Q. p(Q) is called the Coxeter number of Q, but it should not be confused with the definition of the Coxeter number in Lie Theory. While for a representation-finite quiver any module is preprojective and preinjective, an indecomposable representation X of an extended Dynkin quiver is either preprojective or regular or preinjective. This is characterized by the defect ∂(X) which is either negative or zero or positive.
Furthermore, a kQ-module X has a decomposition X = X P ⊕ X R ⊕ X I , into its preprojective, regular and preinjective parts. The full subcategory of regular modules breaks up into the direct sum of a P 1 -family of so called regular tubes T µ . Each regular tube T µ is an extension closed abelian subcategory, equivalent to the category N (p µ ) of nilpotent representations of the oriented cycle with p µ points. The simples E 1 , . . . , E pµ of this subcategory form a single τ -orbit and their dimension vectors sum up to δ. We always number the simples in the way that τ E i = E i−1 when the indices are read modulo p µ . Every indecomposable R ∈ T µ admits a unique composition series in T µ . The regular composition factors are then (from the bottom) S, τ − S, . . . , τ −l S, for some l ∈ N. Soc(R) := S is the regular socle, T op(R) := τ l S the regular top and l(R) := l + 1 the regular length of R. In addition, the multiplicity of any regular simple E in the regular composition series of R is abbreviated by l E (R) and the module with regular socle E i and regular length k is denoted by E i (k). The number p µ is also called the period of the tube T µ . In fact, there are at most three µ ∈ P 1 (k) such that p µ = 1. The tubes of period 1 are called homogeneous. Besides, p(Q) is the least common multiple of the p µ , µ ∈ P 1 . It is important to know that there are no non-zero maps from preinjective to preprojective or regular modules and from regular to preprojective modules. For indecomposables R 1 , R 2 of the same regular tube T µ we have [R 1 , R 2 ] = min(l T op(R1) (R 2 ), l Soc(R2) (R 1 )).
In particular, if T µ is homogeneous, this means [R 1 , R 2 ] = min(l(R 1 ), l(R 2 )).
The two reduction techniques 2.1 Division by directed summands
For any module category one defines a preorder on the set of indecomposables by saying U V if there is a finite chain of non-zero homomorphisms f i : V i → V i+1 between indecomposables such that U = V 0 and V = V n . One says that U is a proper predecessor of V if one has U V , but not V U . This preorder is actually a partial order on the preprojective and on the preinjective modules over any path algebra. For extended Dynkin quivers, all modules within the same tube are comparable and modules from different tubes are incomparable. A well-known example of a directed decomposition is the canonical decomposition M = M P ⊕M R ⊕M I of a module into its preprojective, regular and preinjective parts. 
be an exact sequence inducing the minimal degeneration. Then we have:
Proof.
The proof of (a) is essentially same as the proof of theorem 1 in [8] . We only sketch the main steps. Since U is simple projective, there is the following commutative diagram:
If we assume that C is not indecomposable, we can write C = C 1 ⊕ C 2 with C 1 indecomposable and C 2 = 0. This induces two commutative diagrams, the second one by applying the snake lemma:
In particular, there are exact sequences
Using these sequences, it follows that
On the other hand, the sequence (iv) implies the existence of an indecomposable direct summand X of M ′ 2 that also occurs in M 1 . Furthermore, if V is regular, X is as a direct summands of M 1 non-regular. It satisfies X ≺ V X, which is absurd. Accordingly, C must be indecomposable.
(b) Due to the projectivity of U and the exact sequences 0
(c) Assume that M 1 < U ⊕ C is not minimal. Then there exists a module N with M 1 < N < U ⊕ C such that 0 → U → N → C → 0 is minimal. N can be decomposed as follows:
• N 1 contains all indecomposable direct summands Y of N such that there exists an indecomposable direct summand X of M 1 with Y X.
• N 2 consists of the remaining direct summands.
there is an injection N 2 ֒→ C, which induces the following commutative pullback diagram
In particular, P is non-zero and degenerates to M 2 ⊕ N 2 . We claim that M < N 1 ⊕ P < U ⊕ V , which is a contradiction to the minimality of M < U ⊕ V . Let T be an indecomposable module. If T is a predecessor of some direct summand of
If T is not injective and there is no such summand in
Finally, for injective T the equality of the dimension vectors leads to
If M and N 1 ⊕ P were isomorphic, then the construction of the decomposition N = N 1 ⊕ N 2 would imply that P is the direct sum of M 2 and certain direct summands of M 1 . But we have M 2 ֒→ P , whence P = M 2 . This leads to N 2 = 0 and M 1 = N , a contradiction. On the other hand, assumed that N 1 ⊕ P ∼ = U ⊕ V , there are the following possibilities:
A simple consequence of theorem 2.2 is the following Corollary 2.3 If U is simple projective and V is preinjective and
Proof. This is clear for M P = 0. Otherwise, choose in theorem 2.2 M 1 = M P and M 2 = M R ⊕ M I . Now consider the sequence 0 → U → M P → C → 0. We have V C, whence C is again preinjective. This shows ∂(M P ) = ∂(U ⊕ C) > ∂(U ).
Division by certain submodules
We will use some definitions and constructions from [5, 2.1] that we recall briefly. Given two modules E and M , the module Q is called the generic quotient of M by E if there is a mono f : E −→ M with cokernel Q and if all cokernels of monos from E to M are degenerations of Q. Clearly, a generic quotient need not exist. But it does if there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of cokernels of monos, because the constructible set of all cokernels is irreducible. Similarly, M is the generic extension of Q by E if M is an extension having all other extensions as a degeneration. Again, a generic extension need not exist, but it does provided there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of extensions.
Of course, the two operations are in general not inverse to each other. 
ii) Q is the generic quotient of M by E and M is the generic extension of Q by E. 
Proof. First suppose that only i), ii) and iii) hold. By [5, 
In the proof of [5, theorem 1] one defines a variety c −1 Q and two smooth morphisms λ : c −1 Q −→ O(q) and ρ : c −1 Q −→ O(m) of relative dimensions l and r to the orbit closures of M and Q ( see [13] ). By construction and by the condition iii)
Using the well-known formulas for the dimensions of the fibres of a flat morphism ( see [13] 
Proof. First we show that
In the other case K = ker π 1 is a proper submodule of U with canonical projection ε 2 : U → U/K. Set M 2 = U/K and ε = ( ε1 ε2 ) and look at the exact sequence
By construction, T op(ε 2 ) is an isomorphism, whence also T op(π 1 ). Counting lengths we see that
The injectivity of the map is obvious. To see that the map is surjective we take a non-split exact sequence 0
and decompose ε and π. Now, the induced sequences on the socles and on the tops are again exact by a length argument. Since the sequence does not split, one of the ε i is a proper mono and one a proper epi. The same holds for the π k . Because of l(M 1 ) ≥ l(M 2 ) we conclude that ε 1 is mono and π 1 is epi. So we have
Now we take m < m + 1 in S and show that X < Y holds for
Take any indecomposable Z with l(Z) ≤ k + r + mp. Then the image of any
Finally, to derive the codimension formula we can assume that k ≥ l up to duality. The minimal element in E(V, U ) is then given by
Since M 1 has maximal length and 0
The wanted formula is now obvious.
An inductive codimension formula
By lemma 3.1 we already know the codimension of the building blocs where U and V are regular. So, up to duality and tilting, we can assume from now on that U = P (x) is the simple projective corresponding to the only sink x in Q.
If V is non-regular, theorem 2.2 leads to a very useful inductive formula to analyze the codimension of a minimal degeneration
Otherwise, V is preprojective and C can belong to any connected component of the Auslander-Reiten quiver. For preprojective or preinjective C we obtain immediately [C, C] = 1. In the case where C is regular, i.e. M 1 is preprojective of the same defect as U , lemma 3 of [8] insures that dim(C) ≤ δ, i.e.
[C, C] = 1. Therefore we have
Apart from that, dualization delivers the minimal degeneration DM = DM 2 ⊕ DM 1 < DV ⊕ DU of kQ op -modules. Choosing a slice S in the Auslander-Reiten quiver of kQ op with DV as source we can define a tilting module T := X∈S X whose endomorphism algebra is a path algebra with the same underlying graph as Q. We set F := Hom(T, ).
Notice, if Q is Euclidean, the defect behaves in the following way under application of the functor F • D. If X is some kQ-module such that DX ∈ T (T ), there is
Furthermore, non-homogenenous tubes of period p µ are mapped into non-homogeneous tubes of period p µ . Tilting the above situation via F yields a new minimal degeneration F DM < F DV ⊕ F DU . F DV is simple projective, F DU is non-regular, F DM = F DM 2 ⊕ F DM 1 is a directed decomposition and there is the following commutative diagram:
1 , so we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2 (Inductive codimension formula) Under the above assumptions
1 .
The power of this result is best illustrated if
Thus, inductive application of theorem 3.2 delivers a decomposition of the codimension in the following sense: We can write
where M i < U i ⊕ V i is a minimal degeneration of kQ i -modules such that U i is projective simple, V i is preinjective indecomposable, M i has no proper disjoint directed decomposition and the underlying unoriented graphs of the quivers Q i all coincide. Thus to show that the codimension is 1 in general one only has to analyze the following special cases:
The first and second case are dual to each other. They will be treated in the next subsection by a direct method. The third case is much more complicated. It will be dealt with in the next section.
A special case of codimension 1
Here we prove in a special case directly that the codimension is one.
Proof. a) The minimal degeneration comes from an exact sequence 0
Here X cannot be a direct summand of Z because the original degeneration is minimal. Thus X occurs with multiplicity ≥ 2 in M ′ .
Proposition 3.4 Let M be a preprojective or regular semisimple module such that
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of proposition 5 in [5] . Only the beginning has to be modified. Assume
Without loss of generality i = 1 may be assumed. This allows us to choose a set of linearly independent homomorphisms
We take two homomorphisms
Here it is convenient to denote the l-th copy of M k in M by M k,l and components of a map h starting or ending there by h k,l . We consider the exact sequence
where K is the kernel of f (a,b) . K is preprojective. This is trivial for preprojective M . If M is regular semi-simple and K would not be preprojective, then K would contain one of the regular simple summands M contradicting the choice of the f i,j . The remainig part of the proof works as in [5] .
Deformations with multiple preprojective summands
The results obtained in this subsection are of independent interest, but they are also essential in the proof of proposition 3.7. Of course, we have dim(C i ) = dim(C 0 ) + idim(X) and
is not a root. If q(dim(C 0 )) = 1, a short calculation with the above equations for i = 1, 2 delivers q(dim(C 2 )) = 2q(dim(C 1 )) + 1, whence dim(C 1 ) belongs to the radical of q. Thus Q is an extended Dynkin-quiver and dim(C 3 ) is not a root, which implies n = 2. Furthermore, V is preprojective because its homomorphic image C 2 is so having the same defect as X. So we get from lemma
Then the dimension vectors of the quotients ⊕ j i=1 U i /U are strictly increasing with j. Thus the value δ can be hitted only once. This implies that the other indecomposable direct summands of M occur with multiplicity one only. c) By part c) of theorem 2.2 the exact sequence 0
induces again a minimal degeneration between preprojectives. This time, X ismaximal in M . Using duality and tilting, we can even reduce to the case X 2 < U ⊕V with preprojective indecomposables U, V . By proposition 3.4, the codimension is one. We
As an example with multiplicities we choose anẼ 8 -quiver in the orientation where U = P (3) is the only simple projective and take M = ⊕ 10 i=0 T rD i P (8) ⊕ T rD 5 P (8) and V = T rD 15 P (3). Proof. It is clear that in the decomposition of the codimension, described after theorem 3.2, the third case does not occur. Thus we are done by proposition 3.4.
V preinjective and M preprojective

V regular
In this subsection V is a regular indecomposable.
Then the following holds:
Thus the codimension is bounded by two.
Proof. a) We check that all assumptions of theorem 2.4 are satisfied for 
Since all three modules have the same dimension vectors, the Auslander-Reiten-formula mentioned in section 1 implies
All inequalities are strict and this is a contradiction to the minimality. c) Applying Hom(−, C) to 0 → U → M P → C → 0 one gets the inequality
Suppose the inequality is strict. By lemma 3.3 we have
be a directed decomposition. Then we know from proposition 3.5 that this decomposition is disjoint and that dim(M 
This is a contradiction.
V preprojective
Proposition 3.8 If M < U ⊕ V is a minimal degeneration between preprojectives, the codimension is ≤ 2.
Proof. We make an induction on the number of indecomposable direct summands of M . If M is a power of an indecomposable, the codimension is 1 by proposition 3.4. For the induction we choose a disjoint directed decomposition M = M 1 ⊕ M 2 with M 2 = X n for some indecomposable X. We look at the induced minimal degenerations M 1 < U ⊕ C and F DM 2 < F DV ⊕ L as in section 3.2. Here we
For preprojective L this is true by proposition 3.4, for regular L by proposition 3.7 c) and finally for preinjective L by proposition 3.6. Thus we obtain Codim(U ⊕ V, M ) = Codim(U ⊕ C, M 1 ) from theorem 3.2. If C is preprojective our claim follows by induction. For regular C we can use proposition 3.7 c) once more and for preinjective C proposition 3.6.
The building blocs with M in one tube
Throughout this section, U = P (x) is the only simple projective and V is preinjective. To complete the proof of theorem 1 it remains to consider minimal degenera-tions M < U ⊕ V such that M = M µ comes from a single tube T µ .
A finite test for degenerations
But first, we derive a finite test criterion for degenerations M ≤ U ⊕ V that holds for general M . Let M be a module with the same dimension vector as U ⊕ V . We write M = M P ⊕ µ∈P 1 M µ ⊕ M I where M P is the preprojective part, M µ ∈ T µ and M I is the preinjective part of M .
In 
In that case, each M µ has at most d indecomposable direct summands.
Proof. We begin with the necessity of these conditions. Since M degenerates to U ⊕ V , it follows for any preprojective resp. preinjective T that
Hence, the conditions (i) and (ii) hold. For (iii), let M 1 µ , . . . , M t µ denote the indecomposable direct summands of M µ . Suppose E ∈ T µ is regular simple, then we get
This implies (iii).
Reversely, we have to verify the inequality
If T is preprojective but no successor of any indecomposable direct summand of M P , the assertion is clear. Supposed T is preprojective such that there is no indecomposable direct summand X of M P with d(X, T ) ≤ 2(p(Q)+d(Q)), we choose k minimal with d(X, T ) ≤ 2(k+1)(p(Q)+d(Q)) for at least one of these X. Then
) and by the minimality of k we obtain
The dual argument works for preinjective indecomposables. The subsequent application of the Auslander-Reiten formula yields the desired inequality for preinjective but not injective T . 
Basic facts about tubes
Throughout the remaining part of this section we consider a minimal degeneration We need the following lemma about the 'biology' of the regular simples. Proof. Part a) is trivial for typeÃ n andD 4 . ForD n with n ≥ 5 one verifies that an indecomposable E with dimE(y) = 2 and dimE(z) = 0 at the two branching points either has not defect 0 or it has a proper submodule of defect 0. For the remaining cases one has to consult the table 7.2. This remarkable equi-distribution can be explained to some extent by the wings in [20] and by the distribution of the roots in the Auslander-Reiten quiver of a Dynkin-quiver, but we take it here as a 'biological' fact. To prove in part b) that an arrow α is represented by an isomorphism in a regular simple E, one only has to check dimE(y) = dimE(z) for the two end points y, z of the arrow. Namely, Ext(E, E) = 0 implies that the orbit of E is open, so that by the irreducibility of the module variety it meets the non-empty set where the arrow is represented by an isomorphism. Thus part b) can also be verified by looking at the 
For [M, E] = 0 it follows that E does not occur as a composition factor. If all the other simples vanish at the same point, then M and U ⊕ V are obviously representations of a Dynkin-quiver. The claim holds by proposition 3.6. If one arrow not ending in x is represented by an isomorphism in all the remaining simples, the same is true for M and U ⊕ V . So we can shrink this arrow and end up again with representations of a Dynkin quiver.
Lemma 4.5 Let M < U ⊕ V be minimal. If E k (l) and E q (r) are direct summands of M , then we have q = k + α mod p and r = l + β − α mod p for some 0 ≤ α, β ≤ p.
In particular, two indecomposable summands satisfy |l(M
Proof. Suppose for instance, there occur two indecomposable direct summands E k (l) and E k+α (l + p+ t− α) such that t > 0, 0 ≤ α ≤ p. Then we can replace E k (l) by E k (l + t) and E k+α (l + p + t − α) by E k+α (l + p − α) to obtain a degeneration between M and U ⊕ V . For the other possibilities we proceed similarly.
The statement of the above lemma can be visualized as follows. If E k (l) is a direct summand of M , then the remaining summands of M do not lie outside the square of the picture down below (resp. the part of the square that actually exists in case of l < p µ ).
The last result in this subsection says what Codim(U ⊕ V, M ) = 1 means for the indecomposable direct summands of M . 
Lemma 4.6 Let T be a tube of rank p with simples
E 1 , E 2 , . . . E p . Let M < U ⊕ V be a minimal degeneration. Decompose M = ⊕ p i=1 ⊕ ni j=1 M ij into
c) In particular, if T is homogeneous and the codimension is one, we obtain
Proof. Of course, we have
for all i, r, s. For the codimension we get 
Therefore the codimension is one iff we have To see that the lengths also coincide for different regular tops, start with an index i 0 where this length l is maximal and let E j be the regular socle of M i0k . Then E j+1 occurs in the regular socle of some M rs . It follows that l(M rs ) ≤ l by maximality. If l(M rs ) < l − 1, we could proceed as in the proof of lemma 4.5 to derive a contradiction to the minimality of M < U ⊕ V . The case l(M rs ) = l − 1 is impossible since it would imply T op(M rs ) = E i0 . Hence, we have r = i 0 + 1. So all M i0+1,k also have maximal length. Our claim follows by induction. Here the indices of the simples E i have to be read modulo p. Proof. First we look at the case ∂V ≤ p+1. Suppose the codimension is not 1. By lemma 3.3 there is some minimal degeneration M ′ < U ′ ⊕V ′ and an indecomposable summand X of M occurring twice in
M has less than ∂V summands
By lemma 3.1 U ′ ⊕ V ′ is not regular. So we can assume that U ′ is preprojective and that V ′ is preinjective. For a regular simple H with dim(H) = δ we have Then each E j occurs exactly once as a regular top and once as a regular socle of a direct summand of M . Since E i occurs only in the regular top of M , the direct summand with regular top E i+1 must be the simple E i+1 . Next, one looks at the indecomposable summand W with regular top E i+2 . Since E i only occurs in the regular top of M and E i+1 occurs already with multiplicity 1 in the regular socle, W is E i+2 . Going on like that, one sees that M is regular semi-simple and the codimension is 1.
We are left with the case ∂V ≥ p + 2 and [M,
Assume b > 0. Then E 1 occurs not only in the regular socle of M and E 2 not only in the regular top. Consequently, lemma 4.
So M is regular semi-simple and the codimension is 1. Finally, p = 3 and ∂V is 5 or 6. For ∂V = 6 we have [U, E j ] = 2 = [E j , U ] for all j. Assume i = 1 so that E 1 occurs only in the regular top and only once. Since E 1 occurs also in the regular socle, we have
By minimality, M = M ′ is regular semi-simple. For ∂V = 5 the situation is no longer symmetric and we use the notations from the table 7.2. We have anẼ 8 -quiver with U = P (4) and V = τ k I(4) for some k. From s < ∂V we obtain [U, S 
Some universal and generic extensions
To finish the proof about the codimension we have to know some generic extensions that are given as universal extensions. To recall this concept, let X, Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . Y r be arbitrary modules with Proof. a) The group G = GL ni can be diagonally embedded into Aut(Y ). It acts transitively on the set of universal extensions. Any extension is a degeneration of Z because the set of ordered bases (b 1 , . . . , b t ) in k t is dense in the set of all t-tuples of vectors.
b) The direct sum of universal extensions ǫ j of X j by
is a universal extension of X by Y , whence their middle terms are isomorphic.
We are interested in the special case where T is a tube with regular simples E 1 , E 2 , . . . E p . For any module X we denote by e(X) the middle term of the uni-
. By part b) of the last lemma we only have to know e(X) for indecomposable X. 
1 for all k. Thus e p (X) is the indecomposable with the same top as X and dimension vector dim(X) + δ.
b) If X indecomposable preinjective, e(X) is the preinjective indecomposable with dimension vector
c) For all other indecomposables e(X) = X is true.
Here we have e(X ′ ) = X.
Proof. Only b) and d) are not obvious.
for all regular simples we get that Z R belongs to the tube T . In the induced exact sequence
the last map is an isomorphism for all E k by the definition of the universal extension. Thus also [Z, E k ] = 0 for all E k whence Z is preinjective.
Clearly we have [E,
Since the orbit of X is open, Z ′ is an extension by [6, lemma 4.4] . Since Z is the generic extension, we have Z = Z ′ . We calculate [e(X),
, this is also the dimension vector of τ p(Q) (X). Thus τ p(Q) (X) = e ǫ(Q)p (X) since both are indecomposable preinjective. d) As in b), one checks that dimX − dim
is the dimension vector of a preinjective indecomposable
The claim follows from part b). Proof. We want to apply theorem 2.4 and check that the assumptions are all satisfied. Since M has ∂V indecomposable summands, we have [
M has ∂V direct summands
′′ has the same regular socle E as M and the same quotient. Therefore M and M ′′ are isomorphic. So M is the generic extension and the only one degenerating to M ′ . Since M is not regular semi-simple we have dimV > dimE. By lemma 4.9 there is an exact sequence 0 → E → V → V ′ → 0 with indecomposable preinjective V ′ . This implies condition iii).
Finally the assumptions about generic extensions in iv) and generic quotients in v) hold because there are always only finitely many isomorphism classes as candidates. This completes the proof of theorem 1.
On the classification
Degenerations between preprojective modules
In [8] there is shown a periodic behaviour of the minimal degenerations that reduces their classification to a finite problem. This is then solved by using a computer. In particular, the indigestible lists show that the codimensions of the building blocs are bounded by 2. This is proved now in proposition 3.7 by theoretical means.
U is preprojective and V regular
By part a) of proposition 3.7, the classification of the minimal disjoint degenerations is reduced to the case where dim(V ) ≤ δ. This case is treated using a computer in [21] . To get an impression of the arising complexity one can look at section 6.3.
5.3
U is preprojective and V preinjective If −∂(U ) ≥ 2 or ∂(V ) ≥ 2, the situation is much more complicated. Anyhow, by exploiting the technique of shrinking or extending suitable arrows, we may assume that Q is of typeD 8 ,Ẽ 6 ,Ẽ 7 orẼ 8 , and thus, that we have ǫ(Q) = 1.
Provided that M has enough direct summands in one tube, we can point out a periodic behaviour for the building blocs. 
Proof. We want to apply theorem 2.
′ ] are true. By construction, E embeds into M resp. M ′ . Let ǫ be such an embedding of E into M resp. M ′ . Then the components ǫ 1,1 , . . . , ǫ 1,n1 , ǫ 2,1 , . . . , ǫ p,np of ǫ satisfy
whence the ǫ i,1 , . . . ǫ i,ni are linearly independent for all i.
′ ], these maps actually form a basis of Hom(E i , M ) resp. Hom(E i , M ′ ). Hence, the image of an embedding ǫ of E into M resp. M ′ is in both cases equal to the sum of the images of all homomorphisms from E to M resp. M ′ . Consequently, there is in both cases only one quotient. Due to proposition 4.9, M and M ′ are the generic extensions. So parts a) and b) follow from theorem 2.4. Since we know already that the codimensions of all building blocs are 1, part c) is also true. But the remainig conditions of theorem 2.4 are also satisfied as one can show. 
all simples E i ∈ T µ , then the following statements are equivalent.
Proof. This follows from proposition 5.2 and proposition 4.9. Recall, the easy description of e p (R) is given in part a) of proposition 4.9. Of course, supposed that T µ is homogeneous with regular simple E and that one of the modules M P , M I or M R is non-zero, the assertion of the periodicity theorem also holds if one replaces R by 0 and e p (R) by E ∂(V )−∂(MI ) . For the preprojective resp. the preinjective part of M , one obtains the following lemma by using essentially the same technical arguments as in [8, lemma 4] . The full proof is contained in [11] . 
To prove the assertion, it suffices to show the existence of some tube T µ such that
Assuming the contrary, part c) of lemma 4.6 insures that there is no summand coming from a homogeneous tube. Therefore, we can write
where the M 
which is a contradiction. Hence there exists some minimal degeneration M :
This finishes the proof of theorem 2.
M in one tube
If M comes from a single non-homogeneous tube T , the building blocs are classified by means of a computer. Up to application of the propositions 4.10 and 5.2 these degenerations are listed in section 7.3. For a more detailed list, see [11] . Besides, we make several interesting observations. i) In fact, there occur no building blocs Q < U ⊕V ′ such that Q ∈ T has less than ∂(V ′ ) direct summands, except those that arise from application of proposition 4.10 to some M < U ⊕ V where M has the required ∂(V ) indecomposable summands. For example, if Q is of typeẼ 8 , the building bloc S 4 < P (9)⊕τ I (9) is produced in this way from S 2 ⊕ S 3 (2) ⊕ S 5 < P (9) ⊕ τ 7 I(9).
ii) The set D := {M ∈ T |M < U ⊕ V } is either empty or it contains exactly one maximal element M 0 . If M 0 < U ⊕ V is not a minimal degeneration, then we have ∂(V ) ≥ p + 1.
iii) The propositions 4.10 and 5.2 have further refinements. For instance, proposition 4.10 still holds if one replaces E by a submodule
for all j ∈ J ⊆ {1, . . . , p}. With regard to that, for a fixed simple projective U there exists essentially one building bloc in each tube. As an example, we choose Q of typeẼ 6 
6 Concluding remarks
Tame concealed algebras
Our main result about the codimension holds also for tame concealed algebras as we will explain now. The definition and the basic properties of tame concealed algebras can be found in Ringels nice book [20] . Here it is important that by [6, 22, 23] for modules over a tame concealed algebra B any minimal disjoint degeneration stems from a building bloc M < U ⊕ V as before. We claim that the codimension is bounded by two. This is clear by proposition 3.1 if U and V are regular. We look at the slice in the preprojective component with U as its only source. If this slice hits all τ -orbits, we take the corresponding tilting module T and its endomorphism algebra which is a tame path algebra. Since all indecomposables occurring in M and U ⊕ V are generated by T , our problem is transferred to the known situation of extended Dynkin-quivers. If the slice does not hit all τ -orbits, we can complete the partial tilting module given by the slice with some projectives to a tilting module T . For the new tame concealed algebra B we have reduced to the case where U is simple projective.
If V is also preprojective or regular, both modules are images under the functor F = Hom(T, −) of indecomposable torsion modules U ′ , V ′ over a tame path algebra A. Then any deformation M is of the form M = F M ′ for some deformation M ′ of U ′ ⊕ V ′ which is also a torsion module. The codimensions coincide by the tilting theorem.
Next suppose that V is preinjective. If the support of V is B, we can dualize and look at the slice in the preinjective component with V as the only sink. Taking the corresponding tilting module and its endomorphism algebra we are back in a quiver situation. So let the support of V be a proper subalgebra C. If the support of U is not contained in C, the codimension is 1 because [U, V ] = 0. If the support of U lies in C, we are dealing with a representation directed algebra having only Dynkinquivers as sections in the Auslander-Reiten quiver. The codimension is again 1 as one sees by generalizing 2.2 and 3.2 to the present situation.
Minimal singularities
In [24] Zwara has classified the codimension two singularities occurring for representations of tame quivers. It follows from this article that his result covers all minimal disjoint singularities. So it is a natural question to ask which general minimal singularities occur.
Which deformations are extensions
Given two modules U and V , it is an interesting open problem to determine which modules M appear in the middle of a short exact sequence 0 → U → M → V → 0. The obvious necessary condition that M is a deformation of U ⊕ V is in general not sufficient. We will discuss here the case where U and V are indecomposable representations of a tame quiver.
If none of the modules is regular, any deformation is an extension by [6, theorem 4.5]. For regular U and V the situation is completely analyzed in [21] . Roughly speaking, only half of the deformations are extensions.
As an example we take a tube with 4 simples and U = E 1 (10), V = E 3 (10). Figure 1 illustrates the Hasse diagram of deformations of E 1 (10) ⊕ E 3 (10). In the diagram only the bold deformations are extensions of V by U or U by V as follows from lemma 3.1. In particular, the set of all extensions is far from being locally closed.
E1 (20) E3(20)
E1 ( Proof. Using again results from [6] one gets quite easily that K consists only of extensions. The other inclusion is shown in [21] case by case using a computer as well as some handwork. The result is illustrated in figure 2 . 
. These are the maximal deformations that are not extensions as one checks by hand. Proof. The first two parts follow from our results. For the generalized Kronecker quiver with three arrows one gets easily minimal disjoint degenerations between preprojectives of arbitrarily high codimension. The last part is then clear, since the embedding of any module category into the module category of a wild quiver can be done in a way compatible with degenerations by [7, example 5.19] .
In [17] there are examples of wild quivers such that for any natural number n ≥ 2 there are preprojective indecomposables U and V and minimal deformations M i satisfying Codim(U ⊕ V, M i ) = i for all i between 2 and n. Thus the degenerations of modules over wild quivers behave as they should: wild!
Tables
In this last section, we append the tables that we referred to during this article. Let Q be a quiver of typeD 8 ,Ẽ 6 ,Ẽ 7 orẼ 8 . Recall, by tilting we reduced to the case where Q has only one sink i, i.e. there is exactly one simple projective U := P (i). Thus Q is uniquely determined by the type of Q together with the specification of U . The following lists make use of this fact.
The quivers
The points of Q are numbered in the following way. 
The regular simples
The next table gives dimension vectors of the regular simples of the three nonhomogeneous tubes T k , 1 ≤ k ≤ 3. Here, the simples of the tube T 1 , T 2 resp. T 3 are denoted by S i , S ′ i resp. S 
